Servo and Proportional Valve Reman Units & Repairs
Extensive Inventory and State-of-the-art Repairs

Quality, Selection and Value

At CPT, we stock an impressive inventory of remanufactured servo and proportional valves, ready for immediate delivery. Reman valves provide you a much more cost-effective solution and minimize downtime when considering lead times from OEMs. All units, whether reman or repaired, are tested in our state-of-the-art environmentally controlled lab on test stands built and designed specifically for servo and proportional valves.

And when it comes to repairs, there is no one better equipped to handle them. Our expert technicians are factory authorized and trained, ensuring you are indeed, getting a top-of-the-line repair in the shortest possible timeframe. With us you get guaranteed quality, the best selection and the best value.

- Extensive inventory of reman servo and proportional valves
- Labs capable of 1.0 mA to 999.0 mA signal commands, maximum pressure of 6,000 psi, and flow range of .09 gpm (+/-0.01) to 120.0 gpm (+/-0.05)
- Flow plots using frictionless cylinders
- Final test reports furnished with all valves
- Standard turnaround of 2-3 days, with same day service available
- Free repair evaluations completed in 24 hours

Manufacturers We Stock & Repair:
Abex® MTS®
Atchley® Moog®
Atos® Oilgear®
Bosch®/Rexroth® Parker®
Denison® Schenck-Pegasus®
Dyval® Sundstrand®
HR Textron® Uchida®
Hydrolux® Vickers®
Your Complete Source

Servo Valves

Below is a list of Servo valve units we commonly stock and repair. Please contact us if you don’t see your unit listed, chances are we can still assist you.

**Abex®**
410, 415, 425, 450

**Atchley®**
206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 215, 218, 225, 231, 240, 242, 261

**Bosch®/Rexroth®**
3DS2EH10, 4WS2EB10, 4WS2EM10, 4WS2EM6, 4WSE2EE, 4WSE3EE

**Dyval®**
DY10, DY12, DY45, DY5

**HR Textron®**
27E50, 27B50, 27C50

**Moog®**
30, 31, 60-304, 60A, 60B, 61, 62, 63, 631, 72, 73, 76, 77, 78, 79, 730, 743, 744, 760, 761, 771, 772, 773, 791, A076, D061, D062, D630, E050

**MTS®**
25221, 25222, 25223, 25224, 25225, 25231, 25232, 25233, 25241, 25242, 25243

**Oilgear®**
SCVA

**Parker®**
15, 20, 50, 200, 1000, BD15, BD30

**Schenck-Pegasus®**
15, 120, 121, 122, 130, 131, 132, 133, 140, 141, 142, 160, 161, 162, 163, 180, 1280, 1282, 20A, 20B

**Vickers®**
SA4, SC4, SH4, SM410, SM412, SM415, SM420, SM430, SM440, SP425

Proportional Valves

Below is a list of Proportional valve units we commonly stock and repair. Please contact us if you don’t see your unit listed, chances are we can still assist you.

**Atos®**
DHZ0TL, DPZ0LE, ERITE

**Bosch®/Rexroth®**
4WREH6, 4WRP6, 3DREP, 3DREP3, 3DREP5, 3WRC, 4WRA, 4WRB, 4WRDD, 4WRE, 4WKR, 4WRL, 4WRP, 4WRQ, 4WRR, 4WRS, 4WRT, 4WRZ, 4WSEE, 5WRP, 5WRPE, 5WRPSE, DBE, DBEE, DBEME, DBETB, DBETBEX, DBETBX, DBETE, DBETFX, DBETRX, DREB, FE, FESE, FESX, STW, Z4WE, ZBREB, ZDREB, ZDRE, ZDREB

**Denison®**
4DP06, D1P01, SE03

**Moog®/Hydrolux®**

**Parker®**
3DTFE81, D1FHE, D1FLE, D1FME, D1FTE, D1FVE, D1FXE, D31FHA, D31FHB, D31FHE, D31FLE, D3FHE, D3FME, D3FPE, D3FTE, D3FXE, D41FHA, D41FHB, D41FHE, D41FLE, D41FTB, D41FTE, D81FHB, D81FHE, D91FHB, D91FHE, D91FLE, PH76, RE06, SE20, TDA016, TDL063

**Sundstrand®**
MCV

**Uchida®**
4WRQ16

**Vickers®**
EHST-10, EHST-11, EHST-30, EHST-40, KACG, KADG4, KADG5, KAFDG4, KAFDG5, KAFTG, KAHDFG, KAHDG, KASDG, KATDG, KBDG4, KBDG5, KBFITG, KBFDG, KBSDG, KCG, KDG, KDG4, KDG5, KFDG4, KFDG5, KFTG, KHDG, KSBDG, KSDG, KTG

Cincinnati Process Technologies
www.cinprotech.com

4425 Appleton Street
Cincinnati, OH 45209
Tel: 513-619-7415
info@cinprotech.com

All manufacturers names, symbols and descriptions in this document are used for reference purposes only, and it is not implied that any parts listed is the product of these manufacturers.